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How is the Jovian Main Auroral Emission Affected by the Solar1
Wind?2
E. Chane´,1 J. Saur,2 R. Keppens,1 S. Poedts1
Key Points.
◦ The solar wind ram pressure and the brightness of the main oval are positively corre-
lated at Jupiter
◦ Local-time asymmetries in the magnetosphere are enhanced when the solar wind ram
pressure increases
◦ The main oval becomes broader at noon local-time when the solar wind ram pressure
is high
Abstract.3
The influence of the solar wind on Jupiter’s magnetosphere is studied via three-dimensional4
global MHD simulations. We especially examine how solar wind density variations af-5
fect the main auroral emission. Our simulations show that a density increase in the so-6
lar wind has strong effects on the Jovian magnetosphere: the size of the magnetosphere7
decreases, the field lines are compressed on the day-side and elongated on the night-side8
(this effect can be seen even deep inside the magnetosphere), and dawn-dusk asymme-9
tries are enhanced. Our results also show that the main oval becomes brighter when the10
solar wind is denser. But the precise response of the main oval to such a density enhance-11
ment in the solar wind depends on the local-time: on the night-side the main oval be-12
comes brighter, while on the day-side it first turns slightly darker for a few hours, and13
then also becomes brighter. Once the density increase in the solar wind reaches the mag-14
netosphere, the magnetopause moves inwards and, in less than 5 hours, a new approx-15
imate equilibrium position is obtained. But the magnetosphere as a whole needs much16
longer to adapt to the new solar wind conditions. For instance, the total electrical cur-17
rent closing in the ionosphere slowly increases during the simulation and it takes about18
60 hours to reach a new equilibrium. By then the currents have increased by as much19
as 45%.20
1. Introduction
The Jovian main auroral emission is not caused by21
the interactions between the magnetosphere and the so-22
lar wind, but by an internal process: namely the break-23
down of corotation (i.e. when, at some radial distance24
inside the magnetosphere, the magnetosphere-ionosphere25
coupling cannot accelerate the plasma to rigid corotation26
any more). Because of the corotation break-down, the27
field lines are bent in the azimuthal direction, which gen-28
erates a powerful current system, accelerating electrons29
to high velocities or energies towards the ionosphere [see30
Hill , 2001; Cowley and Bunce, 2001]. As a result, it is not31
trivial to understand whether the solar wind can affect the32
main oval emission of Jupiter and if it can, how the bright-33
ness is affected. The corotation break-down occurs deep34
inside the magnetosphere (typically about 30 RJ from the35
planet, far away from the magnetopause), but variations36
of the solar wind ram pressure may affect the plasma deep37
inside the magnetosphere and, as a result, may also affect38
the main oval.39
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Observations consistently show that solar wind pertur-40
bations and aurorae brightness are positively correlated at41
Jupiter, see: Barrow [1978]; Terasawa et al. [1978]; Bar-42
row [1979]; Zarka and Genova [1983]; Barrow et al. [1986];43
Genova et al. [1987]; Ladreiter and Leblanc [1989]; Kaiser44
[1993]; Baron et al. [1996]; Gurnett et al. [2002]; Morioka45
et al. [2002]; Prange´ et al. [2004]; Pryor et al. [2005];46
Nichols et al. [2007]; Clarke et al. [2009]; Nichols et al.47
[2009]; Echer et al. [2010]; Hess et al. [2012]; Panchenko48
et al. [2013]; Dunn et al. [2016]; Badman et al. [2016].49
The majority of these observations were done at radio50
wavelengths, but infrared observations were performed by51
Baron et al. [1996], ultraviolet observations by Pryor et al.52
[2005]; Nichols et al. [2007]; Clarke et al. [2009]; Nichols53
et al. [2009]; Badman et al. [2016], and X-ray observations54
by Dunn et al. [2016]. For most observations, the spa-55
tial resolution was not sufficient to know with certainty56
to which part of the aurorae the solar wind perturbations57
were correlated, except for Nichols et al. [2007]; Clarke58
et al. [2009]; Nichols et al. [2009]; Badman et al. [2016]59
where it was shown that the main oval brightness increases60
when the solar wind perturbations reach Jupiter. In most61
of these studies, the solar wind parameters are not very62
well constrained: measurement at 1 AU are simply propa-63
gated to the orbit of Jupiter, which leads to uncertainties.64
Nevertheless it was sometimes possible to use in situ mea-65
surements obtained close to Jupiter, e.g. Barrow et al.66
[1986] and Ladreiter and Leblanc [1989] used Voyager 167
and 2 measurements; Gurnett et al. [2002] and Nichols68
et al. [2007] used data from the Cassini spacecraft.69
Even though observations indicate that the main oval70
brightness and the solar wind ram pressure are positively71
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Figure 1. Jupiter’s magnetosphere for quiet solar wind conditions (simulation 1) at time t=9h37m30s.
The density in the equatorial plane is shown with color contours. The plasma velocity is represented by
white arrows. Selected magnetic field lines are shown in light gray. Red spheres are plotted every 25 RJ
along the X-axis (between -100 RJ and 100 RJ) and along the Y-axis (between -100 RJ and 75 RJ). A
plasmoid can be seen in the magnetotail.
correlated, it is still not understood why this is the case.72
We do not know exactly, for instance, how the solar wind73
influences the azimuthal velocity of the plasma in the mag-74
netosphere, or how the magnetic fields and current sys-75
tems are affected. In the present paper, we will perform76
simulations of the interactions between the solar wind and77
the Jovian magnetosphere in order to understand how78
variations in the solar wind density (and therefore in the79
solar wind ram pressure) affect the main oval emission at80
Jupiter.81
2. Physical setup and numerical model
To investigate how the solar wind influences the82
magnetosphere of Jupiter, we perform three-dimensional83
one-fluid MHD global simulations using the code MPI-84
AMRVAC [see Keppens et al., 2012; Porth et al., 2014].85
This code is the adaptive mesh refinement version of the86
VAC code [To´th, 1996]. The equations are solved using87
the finite volume method (FVM) with Total-Variation-88
Diminishing Lax-Friedrichs numerical scheme (TVDLF).89
The MHD equations are solved in conservative form, and90
the magnetic field splitting method developed by Tanaka91
[1994] is used. Various problems have already been stud-92
ied successfully with VAC or MPI-AMRVAC; for instance93
the solar wind and coronal mass ejections [van der Holst94
et al., 2005; Chane´ et al., 2008], solar prominences [Kep-95
pens et al., 2015], relativistic jets [Monceau-Baroux et al.,96
2015], or even dust dynamics in nebulae [Hendrix et al.,97
2015].98
The physical model which we here use to study Jupiter’s99
magnetosphere has been described in detail by Chane´100
et al. [2013]. In a nutshell, our model solves the ideal101
MHD equations (plus gravity) almost everywhere in the102
numerical domain, except for two regions where extra103
source terms are used in the equations. These two regions104
are: 1) the Io torus, where axisymmetric mass-loading oc-105
curs, adding new plasma in the numerical domain (the106
mass-loading rate is chosen to be 1000 kg/s), and 2) the107
ionospheric region where the plasma collides with neutral108
particles, which have a prescribed density and velocity.109
The collisions transfer momentum from the neutrals to the110
ionospheric plasma (initiating the rotation of the magne-111
tosphere). In addition, the current systems are closed in112
this region, and the plasma is heated via Joule heating.113
The exact equations solved in these two regions can be114
found in Chane´ et al. [2013].115
Our numerical domain extends between 4.5 RJ and116
189 RJ in all directions, and spherical coordinates are117
used. We use three levels of refinement on a static mesh.118
The smallest cells are 0.25 RJ large, while the intermedi-119
ate ones are 0.5 RJ large, and the largest ones are 1 RJ120
large. The smallest cells, which are located in an region of121
the numerical domain where the radial distance is between122
25 RJ and 76.5 RJ and the latitude between -11
◦ and 11◦,123
represent 59% of the total amount of cells, the interme-124
diate cells 17%, and the largest cells 24%. The effective125
resolution is 800×128×128. This mesh is the same as the126
one used in the simulation E of Chane´ et al. [2013]. Due127
to numerical constraints, our ionospheric region is unreal-128
istically large and extends between 4.5 RJ and 8.5 RJ. In129
addition, the Io torus is located at 10 RJ, instead of 5.9 RJ130
because we want to have a clear separation between the Io131
torus and the ionospheric region. Note that in other global132
simulations of Jupiter’s magnetosphere, the inner bound-133
ary in located farther away: between 8 RJ in Moriguchi134
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et al. [2008] and 30 RJ in Miyoshi and Kusano [1997]; and135
that the Io torus is not included.136
The drawback of this approach is that our model can137
not currently give realistic results within 10 RJ. Nev-138
ertheless, since our model is constructed to have the139
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling explicitly included in140
the numerical domain, our results are in good agreement141
with observations and theory above 10 RJ [see Chane´142
et al., 2013]. In particular: the density profile compares143
very well with the model, derived from in-situ measure-144
ments of Bagenal and Delamere [2011]; the radial velocity145
profile is realistic and is similar to the one obtained by146
Bagenal and Delamere [2011]; we are also able to repro-147
duce the plasma velocity dawn-dusk asymmetry measured148
by Woch et al. [2004]; the main oval maps to the region of149
corotation break-down as expected by theory [see Cowley150
and Bunce, 2001; Hill , 2001]; and the main oval discon-151
tinuity in the pre-noon sector, first observed by Radioti152
et al. [2008], is also present in our simulations. Finally,153
our simulations do not produce unrealistic/non-physical154
super-corotation that appear in several other models [see155
for instance Moriguchi et al., 2008, who presented the first156
global simulation of the Jovian magnetosphere including157
an ionosphere, but where 200% super-corotation was ob-158
tained in some parts of the simulation].159
It should be noted that in our simulations, outside of160
the ionospheric region, the induction equation is simply161
∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (v ×B), which implies that, in theory, the162
frozen-in theorem holds and that the plasma should re-163
main on the same field lines. Nevertheless, numerical dif-164
fusion is present in the simulations and, as a results, the165
frozen-in theorem does not hold. In global simulations166
of the Jovian magnetosphere, the size of the grid cells is167
usually such that the numerical resistivity is higher than168
the physical one. This is why we do not include the re-169
sistivity in our equations (i.e. it would almost not affect170
our results). The radial transport of the Iogenic plasma is171
affected by the numerical diffusion, and a very high numer-172
ical diffusion would lead to unrealistically high radial ve-173
locities in the equatorial plane. Therefore it is important174
to check the radial velocity profile in the simulations. This175
was done in Chane´ et al. [2013], where we compared the176
radial velocity profiles obtained in our simulations with177
theoretical predictions (see Figure 5). We showed that the178
radial velocities were realistic, meaning that the numerical179
diffusion did not produce an unreasonable plasma trans-180
port in our simulations. The same is true for the present181
simulations, which is not surprising since the equations182
are solved on the exact same mesh.183
To study the influence of the solar wind density on184
Jupiter’s magnetosphere, we performed three simulations.185
In the first simulation, the solar wind is prescribed as fol-186
lows: the mass density is ρ = 0.162 amu cm−3; the plasma187
speed is anti-Sunward: with vx = −400 km/s, vy = 0,188
and vz = 0; the interplanetary magnetic field is almost189
in a Parker spiral configuration: Bx = 0, By = 0.44 nT,190
and Bz = 0; the temperature is T = 15 000 K. Where191
x is directed toward the Sun, where z points north and192
coincides with Jupiter’s rotation axis, and where y points193
toward dusk and completes the orthogonal right-handed194
system. These values are typical for quiet solar wind con-195
ditions at the orbit of Jupiter [see Joy et al., 2002]. The196
second simulation starts with the same solar wind con-197
ditions, but once the simulation reaches a quasi-steady-198
state (after 328 hours), the solar wind density is increased199
to ρ = 0.552 amu cm−3, these conditions are typical200
for disturbed solar wind conditions [see Joy et al., 2002].201
The increase in density is linear and lasts for one hour.202
The moment when the high density region reaches the203
sub-solar bow-shock of the Jovian magnetosphere is con-204
sidered as time t = 0. The last simulation is similar205
Figure 2. Selected magnetic field lines for simulations 1
(quiet solar wind conditions, in blue) and 3 (very dis-
turbed solar wind conditions in red) 10 hours after the
high density solar wind reached the magnetosphere in
the noon-midnight meridian (side view). The solar wind
comes from the right.
Table 1. Solar wind density in our simulations.
sim. 1 sim. 2 sim. 3
ρ [amu cm−3] 0.162 0.552 1.104
to the second one, except that the density increases to206
ρ = 1.104 amu cm−3, this corresponds to very disturbed207
solar wind conditions. The solar wind density used in our208
simulations is summarized in Table 1. Note that the so-209
lar wind conditions used in simulation 3 are uncommon,210
but that higher solar wind densities have been measured211
at the orbit of Jupiter. The average value of the solar212
wind density and the standard deviation has been stud-213
ied by Ebert et al. [2014]. Using two different datasets214
from the Ulysses spacecraft, they found that the aver-215
age density is 0.29 amu cm−3 (for the first dataset) and216
0.2 amu cm−3 (for the second dataset). The correspond-217
ing standard deviations were found to be 0.25 amu cm−3218
and 0.26 amu cm−3. This means that the solar wind den-219
sity used in simulation 3 is 3.3 to 3.5 standard deviations220
away from the average value. On the other hand, the so-221
lar wind ram pressure in simulation 3 is less uncommon222
(since we do not increase the solar wind speed). Based on223
Ebert et al. [2014] study, our ram pressure is 2.7 standard224
deviations away from the average value for dataset 1, and225
1.3 standard deviations away for dataset 2.226
In our simulations, we only change the solar wind den-227
sity, even though, in the interplanetary space, when a per-228
turbation reaches the Jovian magnetosphere, the plasma229
velocity, the interplanetary magnetic field, and the plasma230
temperature of the solar wind also change. Our simula-231
tions therefore do not fully represent the arrival of a coro-232
nal mass ejection or of a co-rotating interaction region at233
Jupiter, but are rather thought experiments designed to234
study how the Jovian magnetosphere would be affected if235
only the solar wind density were to change.236
3. How Does the Solar Wind Density
Influence the Magnetosphere?
3.1. Magnetic Field
In the present section, we will see how the magnetic237
field lines of the Jovian magnetosphere are affected by238
the solar wind, and especially how they are affected by239
a solar wind density increase. Figure 1 shows selected240
field lines for simulation 1 (quiet solar wind conditions).241
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Figure 3. Average values of ∆Bρ = Bρ−Bdipρ as a func-
tion of local-time for different radial distance (25, 35, 45,
55, and 65 RJ) for simulations 1 (in blue), and 3 (in red).
Where Bρ is the radial component of the magnetic field
in cylindrical coordinates and Bdip is dipole magnetic
field of Jupiter. The values are averaged over time and
over latitude (between -10◦ and 10◦). The vertical bars
represent the minimal and maximal values that occurred
during the whole simulation. The black lines show the
values measured by the Galileo spacecraft in the lobes,
taken from Khurana [2001].
The field lines were selected as close as possible to the242
magnetopause. In the outer magnetosphere (close to the243
magnetopause) the field lines are bent by the solar wind:244
bent-back in the morning side, and bent-forward in the245
afternoon side. The sub-solar magnetopause standoff dis-246
tance is 73 RJ. On the pre-midnight sector, long closed247
field lines reach 170 RJ away from the planet (not visible248
on the figure). It should be mentioned that the length and249
shape of the field lines on the night-side vary significantly250
throughout the simulations (even when the solar wind con-251
ditions remain constant). On the post-midnight sector, a252
large plasmoid is clearly visible. In our simulations, large253
plasmoids are episodically (but not periodically) ejected254
in the magnetotail.255
The shape of the magnetosphere is affected by the solar256
wind density. In our simulations, the magnetosphere is, as257
expected, more compressed (smaller) when the solar wind258
density (and thus the ram pressure) is high. The release259
of plasmoids is also affected by the solar wind density: for260
instance, at t=9h37m30s, in simulation 3, a plasmoid is261
also present, but it is located 80 RJ farther away from262
Jupiter than in simulation 1. This is because the solar263
wind density affects the time when plasmoids are ejected.264
Zieger et al. [2010] discussed in detail the effect of the so-265
lar wind ram pressure on plasmoids’ ejection in the case266
of Saturn. In their simulations plasmoid releases were also267
affected by the solar wind.268
The solar wind density also affects the shape of the269
magnetic field lines deep inside the magnetosphere. This270
is illustrated in Figure 2, where selected magnetic field271
lines are plotted with seeds in the noon-midnight merid-272
ian, for simulation 1 and for simulation 3. One can see273
that, when the solar wind ram pressure is higher, the field274
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for Bφ instead of ∆Bρ.
lines are more compressed on the day-side and more elon-275
gated on the night-side, i.e. the day-night asymmetry is276
more pronounced. Note that global MHD simulations by277
Walker et al. [2001] already showed that when the so-278
lar wind ram pressure increases, the magnetic field lines279
on the day-side become more dipole-like. The day-night280
asymmetry in our simulation is not surprising for field281
lines close to the magnetopause, but the field lines are282
also affected deep inside the magnetosphere. This means283
that the solar wind can affect the magnetosphere, even284
very far from the magnetopause. This is consistent with285
asymmetries measured deep in the Jovian magnetosphere:286
in the magnetic field [Khurana, 2001], and in the plasma287
flow [Woch et al., 2004, showed that the plasma rotates288
slower at dusk than at dawn].289
Figure 3 shows the radial component of the magnetic290
field, where the internal component arising in our model291
from a dipole field only has been subtracted, as a function292
of local-time for different radial distances for simulations 1293
and 3. A comparison with measurements obtained by the294
Galileo spacecraft from Khurana [2001] is also provided295
in this figure. We see that in both simulations, as well296
as in the in situ measurements, the radial component of297
the magnetic field is stronger on the night-side (even deep298
inside the magnetosphere). This is in agreement with Fig-299
ure 2: field lines are compressed by the solar wind on the300
day-side and elongated on the night-side. For low radial301
distances, the asymmetry is stronger in the measurements302
than in the simulations (by a factor 2 or 3). This is prob-303
ably because the current sheet magnetic field is not taken304
into account by Khurana [2001] (only the lobes), whereas305
the whole region between -10◦ and 10◦ latitude is consid-306
ered in our simulations. The figure shows that the higher307
the solar wind density is, the stronger this day-night asym-308
metry is. For simulation 3 (very disturbed solar wind con-309
ditions), ∆Bρ is sometimes negative on the day-side. This310
means that the compression caused by the solar wind is311
stronger than the effects of the radial transport of the mag-312
netic field and that, as a result, the magnetic field lines are313
sometimes more compressed than dipole field lines. This is314
typically what is expected in the cushion region [a region315
adjacent to the day-side magnetopause where the mag-316
netic field is quasi-dipolar and where the plasma density317
is low, see Went et al., 2011, and references therein].318
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The azimuthal magnetic field is shown in Figure 4, for319
simulations 1 and 3, as well as the measurements obtained320
by the Galileo spacecraft from Khurana [2001]. A clear321
dawn-dusk asymmetry can be seen in the simulations and322
in the measurements. It shows that the field lines are more323
bent-back at dawn than at dusk. Again, the higher the324
solar wind density is, the stronger this asymmetry is. This325
is interesting because, as we will see in detail in section 5,326
the bent-back field lines generate the radial currents re-327
sponsible for the main auroral emission. The vertical bars328
of Figures 3 and 4 shows us by how much the plotted quan-329
tities vary during the simulations. It is interesting to see330
that there are more variations in the post-midnight sec-331
tor. This is where the Vasyliunas X-line is located. These332
variations are caused by plasmoids being ejected, the field333
lines are then greatly affected and change drastically.334
The upper panel of Figure 5 displays Bz as a function of335
local-time in the equatorial plane at 30 RJ at time t=90h336
for simulations 1 and 3. One can see a strong day-night337
asymmetry with Bz being more negative at noon than at338
midnight. This is because the solar wind compresses the339
field lines on the day-side (which increases the strength of340
the magnetic field), while the field lines get elongated on341
the night-side (decreased magnetic field strength). The342
asymmetry is large: Bz is three times more negative on343
the day-side than on the night-side for simulation 1, and344
seven times more negative for simulation 3.345
The middle panel of Figure 5 shows Bφ, in a plane 5 RJ346
north of the equatorial plane as a function of local-time.347
One can see that there is almost no bent-back on the day-348
side and at dusk, while a strong bent-back is seen on the349
night-side and at dawn. This asymmetry is stronger for350
simulation 3 (very disturbed solar wind conditions).351
3.2. Plasma Circulation
We have seen that the magnetic field in the Jovian mag-352
netosphere displays asymmetries (e.g. day-night asymme-353
tries, dawn-dusk asymmetries) even deep inside the mag-354
netosphere. In the present section, we will show that the355
plasma circulation is also strongly affected by variations356
in the solar wind and also displays strong asymmetries.357
Figure 6 shows the azimuthal plasma velocity as well as358
the velocity vectors in the equatorial plane for simula-359
tions 1 and 3 at t = 90h. This figure clearly shows that360
the plasma rotates faster at dawn than at dusk in our361
simulations. This asymmetry is well known and has been362
observed by the Galileo spacecraft [see Woch et al., 2004;363
Krupp et al., 2004]. In our simulations, this asymmetry is364
stronger when the solar wind density is higher. Again, this365
is not a surprise: any local-time asymmetry is by essence366
coming from the solar wind; so increasing the solar wind367
ram pressure enhances this asymmetry.368
Dawn-dusk asymmetries for the azimuthal velocity were369
also obtained by Fukazawa et al. [2006] in their global370
simulations of the Jovian magnetosphere. In their sim-371
ulations, the solar wind ram pressure also affects this372
asymmetry. But their simulation results display some373
differences with ours: 1) they observe that at dawn the374
corotation extends up to 120 RJ, 2) they obtain inward375
flows around 15:00 LT (especially when the solar wind376
ram pressure is high) which seem to produce lower speeds377
on the afternoon side, and 3) when the solar wind ram378
pressure is low, they obtain negative azimuthal velocities379
(anti-corotation) in the cushion region. Even though their380
results are different from ours, there are some similarities:381
1) enhanced dawn-dusk asymmetries when the solar wind382
ram pressure is high, and 2) low azimuthal velocities in383
the post-noon sector.384
Note that temporal variations are present in our simu-385
lations and that Figure 6, although it is mostly represen-386
tative of typical azimuthal velocities in our simulations,387
is only a snapshot at t = 90h. It therefore displays some388
transient features. For instance, the extremely low az-389
imuthal velocity in the post-noon sector around 40 RJ for390
simulation 3 is not always present. Ten hours before, at391
t = 80h, the azimuthal velocities in this region were higher392
(namely between 34 and 220 km/s).393
The departure from corotation occurs farther away at394
dawn compared to dusk. Note that this does not neces-395
sarily mean that the maximum parallel currents (respon-396
sible for the main oval) occur at larger radial distances at397
dawn than at dusk or that the main oval latitude would398
be higher at dawn than at dusk. The position of the maxi-399
mum value in field aligned currents in the equatorial plane400
is influenced by the shape of the azimuthal velocity pro-401
file at a given local-time, as well as by the shape of the402
magnetic field lines. In addition, one should also keep in403
mind that a maximum in the j × B force does not mean404
Figure 5. Z-component of the magnetic field in the
equatorial plane at a radial distance of 30 RJ as a func-
tion of local-time (top panel), azimuthal magnetic field
at a radial distance of 30 RJ, in a plane 5 RJ north of
the equatorial plane as a function of local-time (middle
panel), and azimuthal plasma velocity in the equatorial
plane at a radial distance of 30 RJ as a function of local-
time (lower panel) at t=90h for simulations 1 (in blue),
and 3 (in red).
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Figure 6. Azimuthal plasma velocity (color coded) and velocity vectors in the equatorial plane for
simulation 1 (left panel) and simulation 3 (right panel) at time t=90h. Concentric circles are drawn
every 10 RJ. The solar wind comes from the right.
a maximum in azimuthal velocity, but a maximum accel-405
eration if no other forces balance j × B at this location.406
Thus the maximum azimuthal velocity tends to be phase-407
delayed with respect to the maximum j×B (typically by408
60◦ in our simulations).409
The magnetopause is closer to Jupiter for simulation 3.410
Once the high density solar wind reaches the magneto-411
sphere, the inward motion of the magnetopause happens412
in a few hours only. In five hours, the sub-solar magne-413
topause moved 16 RJ inwards for simulation 3 and 12 RJ414
inwards for simulation 2. Note that the position of the415
magnetopause keeps slightly changing throughout the sim-416
ulations, even when the solar wind is constant. This is417
for instance caused: by reconnection with the interplane-418
tary magnetic field on the day-side, by constantly chang-419
ing mass repartition inside the magnetosphere when the420
magnetosphere rotates, or by plasmoid release in the mag-421
netotail. The position of the magnetopause as a function422
of the solar wind ram pressure was already studied via423
global MHD simulations by Walker et al. [2001], but their424
results cannot directly be compared with our results since425
different solar wind ram pressures were used.426
The azimuthal velocity at 30 RJ in the equatorial plane427
for simulations 1 and 3 is displayed on the bottom panel of428
Figure 5. We see that the azimuthal velocity is 5.8 times429
higher at dawn than at dusk for simulation 3, and twice430
higher for simulation 1. A sharp transition is also present431
in the pre-noon sector for both simulations (discussed in432
detail in section 6).433
It should also be mentioned that the plasma density and434
the plasma pressure in the magnetosphere are affected by435
the solar wind conditions: they tend to increase when the436
magnetosphere is compressed. In our simulations, the den-437
sity and the pressure in the plasma sheet display strong438
temporal variations. This is mostly due to high density439
regions (mainly forming a spiral pattern, see Figure 1)440
rotating around Jupiter. We therefore did not include a441
panel showing the density in Figure 5: a snapshot at a442
given time would not adequately be representative of the443
situation. Nevertheless, one can average the values for a444
sufficient time length and compare the results in different445
simulations. For example, during the 20 last hours of the446
simulations, in the equatorial plane, at 40 RJ, averaged447
over all local times, the density in simulation 3 is 80%448
higher than in simulation 1, while the plasma pressure is449
2.1 times higher. Closer to the planet, at 30 RJ, the in-450
creases in density and pressure are more moderate: 28%451
and 38%, respectively.452
4. How does the Solar Wind Density
Influence the Ionospheric Currents?
We will now investigate how the ionospheric currents453
are affected by the solar wind density. In our simulations,454
the electrical currents cannot cross the inner boundary.455
They close in the ionospheric region via Pedersen and Hall456
currents. Furthermore, as shown in Chane´ et al. [2013],457
the magnetic field lines emanating from the main oval458
in our simulations map to the position of the corotation459
break-down in the equatorial plane. Our simulations are460
thus in agreement with theoretical predictions [see Cow-461
ley and Bunce, 2001; Hill , 2001]. Figure 7 displays the462
temporal evolution of j‖/B mapped into the ionosphere463
of Jupiter physically located at 1 RJ [which is a proxy464
for the aurora brightness, and was estimated to be about465
10−4 A m−2T−1 in the main oval by Clarke et al., 2004]466
for simulations 1 (top panel) and 3 (middle panel). It also467
shows the differences between simulations 3 and 1 (bottom468
panel). The auroral electrons which excite the emission469
within Jupiter’s atmosphere are accelerated several radii470
above Jupiter’s atmosphere. The exact location of the471
acceleration region along the field lines is unknown and472
will be measured by the spacecraft JUNO. The auroral473
electrons are accelerated on field lines with large electric474
currents and move along the same field lines into Jupiter’s475
atmosphere (e.g. Hill 2001, Cowley and Bunce 2001, and,476
for the Earth, Knight 1973). Therefore Figure 7 displays477
the expected locations of the auroral ovals based on the478
magnetospheric current system driven in our model. For479
both simulations, the main oval is located around 15◦ co-480
latitude, and is brighter on the night-side than on the day-481
side. Note that Walker and Ogino [2003], in their global482
MHD simulations, also obtained stronger ionospheric cur-483
rents on the night-side than on the day-side. In our simu-484
lations, the main oval is also slightly brighter at dusk than485
at dawn. This dusk-dawn asymmetry of the brightness of486
the main oval has been observed by Bonfond et al. [2015].487
Figure 7, in particular the bottom panel, illustrates how488
the main auroral emission becomes brighter when the so-489
lar wind density increases. This enhancement is slightly490
more pronounced at dusk than at dawn, and on the night-491
side than on the day-side. Our simulations are in agree-492
ment with observations: an enhancement of the solar wind493
ram pressure leads to an enhancement of the brightness of494
the main oval. Nichols et al. [2007], for instance, showed495
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Figure 7. j‖/B in the ionosphere (northern hemisphere) for simulation 1 (top panel) and simulation 3
(middle panel) as well as the difference between simulations 3 and 1 (bottom panel) for t=0h (left column),
t=20h (second column), t=40h (third column), and t=60h (right column). Local-time and co-latitude
are over-plotted in black. The Sun is located on the right.
that the main oval was two to three times brighter during496
compression periods than during rarefaction periods. Fig-497
ure 7 also shows that, in our simulations, the location of498
the main oval changes by a few degrees on the pre-noon499
sector. In addition, the main oval discontinuity, a darker500
region in the pre-noon sector of the main oval observed by501
Radioti et al. [2008], becomes more pronounced for simu-502
lation 3 (very disturbed solar wind conditions).503
In addition, on the day-side, the main oval is broader for504
simulation 3 than for simulation 1. In our simulations, the505
main oval needs approximately 60h to adapt to the new506
solar wind conditions and to reach a new quasi-steady-507
state. It should also be noted that, in our simulations, it508
takes 2h35m to see any changes in the ionospheric currents509
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Figure 8. Peak value of
j‖
B
in the ionosphere after
107h15m as a function of local-time for simulations 1 (in
blue), 2 (in black), and 3 (in red).
once the high density solar wind has reached the magne-510
tosphere: the main oval currents and the return currents511
in the post-noon sector first slightly decrease.512
Figure 8 shows the peak value of
j‖
B
as a function of513
local-time, for simulations 1, 2, and 3, at t =107h15m. We514
see that the values are similar on the day-side for the three515
simulations, meaning that the solar wind density almost516
does not affect the peak value of
j‖
B
on the day-side. On517
the other hand, the peak value of
j‖
B
on the night-side is518
clearly different for the three simulations. The higher the519
solar wind density is, the higher this value is. At 00:00 LT,520
the peak value of
j‖
B
is 27% higher for simulation 2 than521
for simulation 1, and 45% higher for simulation 3 than for522
simulation 1. But since the main oval on the day-side is523




is similar for the three simulations at noon525
local-time, the total field aligned currents flowing to the526




over all latitudes of the main oval and plot it528
as a function of local-time. One can see that, for all local-529
times, the higher the solar wind density is, the stronger530
the currents are. The total increase in the parallel cur-531
rents in the main oval between simulations 1 and 3 is 37%532
on the day-side and 49% on the night-side.533
Figure 10 shows how the total electrical current closing534
in the ionosphere increases with time for simulations 1, 2535
and 3. First of all, we see that it takes several rotation536
periods (more than 60 hours) for the ionosphere to adjust537
to the new solar wind conditions. Once the simulations538
reached a new quasi-steady-state, the total ionospheric539
current is 32% higher in simulation 2 than in simulation 1,540
and 45% higher in simulation 3 than in simulation 1. As541
long as the solar wind density remains high, the iono-542
spheric current remains high, meaning that this increase543
is not a transient phenomenon, but caused by the new544
steady-state equilibrium of the magnetosphere. Secondly,545
time variations independent of the solar wind conditions546
are clearly visible in Figure 10. The variations include the547
9h55m rotational periodicity of Jupiter superposed with548
the magnetospheric adjustments due to intrinsic dynam-549
ical properties of Jupiter’s magnetosphere, such as plas-550
moid releases. For instance, the deep long through present551
around t =75 h for simulation 3, is related to the ejection552
of a huge plasmoid in the tail. Although several smaller553
plasmoids were released during the simulations, this plas-554
moid was the only one having a clear influence on the555




in the ionosphere integrated over all lat-
itudes of the main oval after 107h15m as a function of
local-time for simulations 1 (in blue), 2 (in black), and 3
(in red).
Our simulations indicate that the strength of the iono-557
spheric electrical current is affected much more by the558
strength of the solar wind ram pressure, with the du-559
ration of the event playing an important role, than by560
the variations of this strength. In other words, we face561
a quasi-steady-state problem with new boundary condi-562
tions (i.e. the position of the magnetopause), rather than563
a time-dependent problem, where, for instance, the mo-564
tion of the magnetopause would play the dominant role.565
At the beginning of the simulations, when the solar wind566
ram pressure increases, at first the currents did not change567
much, but they slowly increased for several rotation pe-568
riods before reaching their maximum. This is because569
the magnetosphere as a whole was slowly changing due to570
the new solar wind conditions: the position of the magne-571
topause changed, the shape of the magnetic field lines also572
changed, and the amount of plasma in the magnetosphere573
as well. Conversely at the beginning of the simulations,574
when the magnetopause rapidly moved inwards, the total575
ionospheric currents shown in Figure 10 almost did not576
change.577




in the main oval at 12:00 LT for the three simulations, for579
the first hours after the high density solar wind reached580
the magnetosphere. For the first 160 minutes, the val-581
ues are the same in all simulations, then the strength of582
the ionospheric field aligned currents decreases for simu-583
lations 2 and 3, and the decrease is the strongest for very584
disturbed solar wind conditions: the decrease was 15%585
for simulation 2 (disturbed solar wind condition) and 19%586
for simulation 3 (very disturbed solar wind conditions).587
But this decrease in the intensity of the peak value of the588
field aligned current does not last long. After 260 min-589
utes, the current is already stronger for simulation 3. So590
at the beginning of the simulation, on the day-side, the591
ionospheric currents and the solar wind ram pressure are592
anti-correlated; whereas later in the simulations they are593
correlated.594
It should be noted that what we observe in Fig-595
ure 11 is in agreement with theories [Cowley and Bunce,596
2001; Southwood and Kivelson, 2001; Cowley and Bunce,597
2003], which predict that when the solar wind ram pres-598
sure increases, the magnetopause and the magnetospheric599
plasma are pushed inwards. Then, because the angular600
momentum is conserved, the plasma rotating around the601
planet gets accelerated, decreasing the stress on the field602
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Figure 10. Total electrical current closing in the iono-
sphere as a function of time for simulations 1 (in blue), 2
(in black), and 3 (in red). The currents were integrated
through a sphere of radius 6.8 RJ centered at Jupiter.
Note: the trough located around 75h for simulation 3 is
caused by the ejection of a huge plasmoid in the tail.
lines and the available currents in the corotation enforcing603
current system responsible for the main auroral emission.604
As a result, the brightness of the main emission decreases.605
This is what we see in our simulations, at least on the606
day-side and at the very beginning of the simulations. We607
don’t see this phenomenon on the night-side, because the608
plasma is not pushed inwards by the denser solar wind on609
that side of the planet. And this brightness decrease is610
only observed at the beginning of the simulation because611
the plasma is only pushed inwards once: when the high612
density solar wind reaches the magnetosphere: this is a613
transient phenomenon (with a typical duration of 100 to614
150 minutes in our simulations).615
5. Currents in the Equatorial Plane
In the present section, we will investigate how the elec-616
trical currents in the equatorial plane are affected by617
changes in the solar wind density. This will help us to618
understand why the ionospheric field aligned currents be-619
come stronger when the solar wind density increases.620
Figure 12 shows the current density (strength and di-621
rection) in the equatorial plane for simulation 1 and 3. We622
can see that for both simulations the current is mostly az-623
imuthal (ring current), and that it is maximum around624
02:00 LT at approximately 30 RJ from the planet. Note625
that this is the local-time where the field lines are the626
most elongated (see Figure 3). In the equatorial plane,627
the Lorentz force associated with the azimuthal current628
acts to prevent the plasma to move radially away, i.e. it629
approximately balances the centrifugal force and the pres-630
sure gradient forces. The azimuthal current is indeed as-631
sociated with the magnetic tension of the elongated mag-632
netic field lines. It is therefore expected to find the max-633
imum current density where the field lines are the most634
elongated.635
Figure 12 also shows that these strong electrical cur-636
rents in the equatorial plane are weaker for simulation 1637
than for simulation 3. The solar wind is causing the638
day-night and the dawn-dusk asymmetry in the magne-639
tosphere. Therefore, the stronger the solar wind becomes,640
the more pronounced these asymmetries are, which ex-641
plains why larger currents are driven in simulation 3.642
Although Figure 12 is very useful to understand where643
the electrical current is maximum in our simulations, it644
does not show how much of this current is closed in the645
ionosphere via field aligned currents (thus producing au-646
rorae). Because jθ is zero in the equatorial plane, point-647
ing north above the plane and south below it (or vice648
versa), we instead plot − ∂(sin θ jθ)
∂θ
, which is positive when649
the electrical current flows inside the equatorial plane and650
negative otherwise (see panel (a) of Figure 13). One can651
clearly see the equatorial contribution to the main oval652
on this image (especially in the post-midnight sector), un-653
fortunately it does not let us know whether the radial or654
the azimuthal currents are responsible for the field aligned655
currents. But since ∇ · j = 0, we have:656














where the first term on the right hand side is the contribu-658
tion of the radial currents (shown on panel (b)), and the659
second term is the contribution of the ring current (panel660
(c)). One can see that in our simulation, the radial current661
contribution is, by far, more important than the azimuthal662
current contribution. We will now see what generates the663
radial equatorial currents responsible for the main auroral664












equation (1) can be rewritten:668


























We see that two phenomena contribute to the closure of670
radial currents via field aligned currents: 1) the second671
term of the right hand side, which represents the contri-672
bution of the bent-back of the magnetic field lines (plotted673
on panel (d)); and 2) the last term of the right hand side674
of the equation, which represents the contribution arising675
from local-time asymmetries in the magnetic field strength676
and how they change with radial distance (see panel (e)).677
One can clearly see in Figure 13 that the main contributor678
to the main oval is the radial current associated with the679
bent-back of the magnetic field lines. In other words, in680
our simulations the main contributor to the ionospheric681
currents is the corotation enforcing current system theo-682
rized by Cowley and Bunce [2001] and by Hill [2001].683
Figure 11. Peak value of
j‖
B
in the ionosphere at
12:00 LT as a function of time for simulations 1 (in blue),
2 (in black), and 3 (in red).
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Figure 12. Current density in the equatorial plane for simulation 1 (left panel) and for simulation 3
(right panel) at t=90h. The color contours display the magnitude and the arrows the direction. The Sun
is on the right. Note that the numerical domain is larger than what is plotted here and extends up to
r=189 RJ.
6. What Generates the Local-Time Asym-
metries?
There are two kind of asymmetries in our simulations684
as well as in the in situ measurements: 1) the day-night685
asymmetries (e.g. radial component of the magnetic field,686
strength of the magnetic field, brightness of the main687
oval), and 2) the dawn-dusk asymmetries (e.g. plasma688
azimuthal velocity, bent-back of the field lines and, to689
a lesser degree, brightness of the main oval). All these690
asymmetries come from the solar wind.691
Due to solar wind ram pressure, on the day-side, the692
magnetic field lines are more dipolar, more compressed693
(see Figure 2). The shape of these field lines makes it694
more difficult for sub-corotating plasma to produce strong695
azimuthal magnetic field. On the other hand, on the696
night-side, where the field lines are very elongated, sub-697
corotating plasma easily produces strong azimuthal mag-698
netic field. Since the magnetic tension associated with the699
bent-back of the field lines accelerates the plasma in the700
azimuthal direction, this explains why in Figure 5 the az-701
imuthal velocity increases on the night-side and decreases702
on the day-side.703
The azimuthal velocity of the plasma is mainly affected704
by two phenomena: 1) the radial transport, which acts to705
decrease the azimuthal plasma velocity, due to the con-706
servation of angular momentum, and 2) the Lorentz force707
associated with the bent-back of the field lines, which in-708
creases the azimuthal velocity of the plasma. Note that a709
bent-forward configuration decreases the azimuthal veloc-710
ity of the plasma, but this occurs rarely. In addition, these711
two effects are coupled: the azimuthal plasma velocity in-712
fluences the shape of the field lines. In particular, strong713
sub-corotation generates bent-back. Pressure gradients in714
the azimuthal direction can also affect the azimuthal ve-715
locity [as we have shown in Chane´ et al., 2013], but they716
will be neglected in the present discussion, as a first ap-717
proximation.718
For the sake of argument, let us follow an imaginary719
field line around Jupiter. We start at a position where720
the solar wind cannot force the field line in a compressed721
dipolar shape. This begins to happen on the post-noon722
sector, where the radial motion of the field lines is not723
hindered by the presence of the magnetopause any more,724
somewhere around 17:00 LT. From this location, because725
of the radial transport of plasma, this field line will be-726
come more and more elongated while traveling around727
Jupiter. This, combined with the fact that the plasma728
is sub-corotating, will increase the bent-back of the field729
line. This can clearly be seen in our simulation (Figure 5)730
where Bφ becomes more negative between the post-noon731
sector and the post-midnight sector (the exact local-time732
depends on the simulation).733
Since the bent-back increases, the Lorentz force, which734
acts to accelerate the plasma back to corotation, increases735
as well. In other words, the magnetic tension in the736
azimuthal direction increases with increasing local time.737
This explains why the azimuthal velocity of the plasma on738
our imaginary field line also increases between the post-739
noon and the post-midnight sector (see Figure 5).740
On the post midnight sector, because of the radial741
transport of plasma, the field line continues to become742
more and more elongated. This should normally increase743
the bent-back, but since the plasma on this field line ro-744
tates faster and faster around Jupiter, the bent-back ac-745
tually starts to decrease. This occurs at 02:00 LT for sim-746
ulation 1 and at 04:00 LT for simulation 3. In this sector,747
the plasma on the field line still experiences a strong ac-748
celeration in the azimuthal direction due to the strong749
bent-back of the field line. But approximately at dawn,750
the bent-back is now too weak and the azimuthal velocity751
of the plasma starts to decrease. This is also approxi-752
mately when the field lines start to be compressed by the753
solar wind again. This compression dramatically reduces754
the bent-back. The Lorentz force is now much weaker755
and the azimuthal velocity drops rapidly. The field line756
and the frozen-in plasma finally finish their orbit around757
Jupiter, marking the end of our thought experiment. Thus758
the dawn-dusk asymmetry is an effect of the solar wind759
stresses on the magnetosphere combined with rotationally760
dominated convection patterns within the magnetosphere.761
7. Discussions
7.1. On the Importance of Global MHD Simulations
Global MHD simulations are an important tool to study762
Jupiter’s magnetosphere and have several advantages:763
they are fully three-dimensional in space and are time-764
explicit, and thus include radial, azimuthal and latitudi-765
nal asymmetries and their temporal evolutions. Whereas766
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Figure 13. − ∂(sin θ jθ)
∂θ
in the equatorial plane at time t=65h for simulation 1 (panel (a)). The currents
pointing toward the equatorial plane (responsible for the aurorae in the ionosphere) are displayed in
red, while the currents pointing out of the plane (that do not generate aurorae in the ionosphere) are
displayed in blue. Panel (b) shows the contribution of the radial electrical current, and panel (c) the con-
tribution of the azimuthal current. Panel (d) shows the contribution of the radial currents generated by
the bent-back of the magnetic field lines, and panel (e) the contribution of the radial currents generated
by the local-time asymmetry Bθ. The Sun is located on the right.
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analytical models of the magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-767
pling at Jupiter usually need to assume certain symme-768
tries to analytically treat the problem. Although ana-769
lytic models have limitations, they have tremendously ad-770
vanced our understanding of the key physical mechanism771
at work within Jupiter’s magnetosphere. We therefore772
present here a short overview of these models and explain773
the major differences between them and global MHD sim-774
ulations.775
Hill [1979, 2001] computed the plasma angular velocity776
in the Jovian magnetosphere and showed that it was af-777
fected by the plasma outflow rate and by the ionospheric778
conductance. In this model, the following simplifying as-779
sumptions were made: 1) the magnetic field in the Jovian780
magnetosphere is a dipole, 2) the plasma outflow rate is781
constant in the magnetosphere. Cowley and Bunce [2001]782
studied the effect of the assumed magnetic field on the783
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. They used a more784
realistic empirical model for the magnetic field but, in-785
stead of calculating the plasma angular velocity, like Hill786
[1979], they also used an empirical plasma angular veloc-787
ity. Pontius [1997] and Cowley et al. [2002] both used788
a non-dipolar empirical magnetic field and computed the789
equatorial plasma angular velocity using Hill [1979] the-790
ory. Pontius and Hill [1982] studied how the local ion-791
ization of neutral gas affects the plasma azimuthal ve-792
locity. Saur et al. [2004] model include both the plasma793
outflow rate and the local ionization to calculate the az-794
imuthal velocity. Their model was developed for Saturn,795
but can easily be adapted to Jupiter’s magnetosphere, and796
was used to benchmark Chane´ et al. [2013] model. A de-797
tailed comparison between the two models is presented in798
Chane´ et al. [2013]. It showed quantitative agreement be-799
tween theoretical plasma angular velocity and simulation800
results. Note that to account for local-time asymmetries801
and temporal variation, which are present in our simula-802
tions but not in Hill’s theory, our results were averaged803
over all local-times and over a Jovian rotation period.804
Nichols and Cowley [2004] included the enhancement805
of the ionospheric conductance caused by electron precip-806
itation, which is important in regions of strong upward807
field aligned currents, in the Cowley et al. [2002] model.808
Note that, although this process is not included in our809
simulations yet, it would be possible to implement it in810
the future. Nichols and Cowley [2005] and Ray et al.811
[2009, 2010] showed that the linear approximation of the812
Knight current-voltage relationship [Knight , 1973] cannot813
be used at Jupiter and that the field aligned potentials814
affect the ionospheric field aligned currents. This is also815
not implemented in our simulations yet and will be taken816
into account in subsequent studies.817
In calculations made by Tao et al. [2010] the influ-818
ence of the solar radiation on the ionospheric conduc-819
tance was taken into account: using an empirical mag-820
netic field model, they calculated the plasma angular ve-821
locity and the field aligned currents. Again, this is not822
implemented in our simulations yet, but making the ion-823
neutral frequency a function of the local-time in our model824
is straightforward and will be done in future studies.825
Nichols [2011] did not use an empirical magnetic field826
model, but instead calculated the magnetic field based827
on the Caudal [1986] model. Nichols et al. [2015] then828
included the plasma pressure anisotropy in their model.829
Note that even though the plasma pressure anisotropy830
is not included in our model yet, global MHD simula-831
tions taking into account the anisotropy do exist [see for832
instance Meng et al., 2012, who simulated the interac-833
tions between the solar wind and the Earth’s magneto-834
sphere, and included the plasma pressure anisotropy in835
their model].836
Although some of these models use physics not included837
yet in our global simulations, they all suffer from the same838
limitations: they are axisymmetric and non time-explicit.839
In the present paper, we have stressed the importance of840
treating the Jovian magnetosphere as non axisymmetric841
(see Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13). The im-842
portance of the local-time asymmetries in global MHD843
simulations of rotating magnetospheres was also empha-844
sized recently by Jia and Kivelson [2016]. In addition, in-845
situ measurements and remote sensing observations also846
highlighted the presence of strong local-time asymmetries847
in the Jovian magnetosphere [see, for instance, Khurana,848
2001; Krupp et al., 2004; Radioti et al., 2008]. There-849
fore, three-dimensional global MHD simulations can re-850
cover physics which is difficult to capture with the afore-851
mentioned analytical models, whereas the simplifications852
made in the aforementioned models do not allow them853
to predict the full auroral structures and the response to854
changing solar wind conditions.855
Global MHD simulations also have drawbacks. First of856
all, they are of course limited by the physics included in857
the equations. Secondly, global simulations are limited by858
their numerical resolutions, and small scale effects cannot859
be captured. Increasing the resolution is, for practical rea-860
sons, not always possible, since global MHD simulations of861
Jupiter’s magnetosphere are extremely computing inten-862
sive. This is because the speed of the MHD waves can be863
remarkably high in some regions of the simulations, and864
because the size of the magnetosphere compared to the865
radius of Jupiter is extremely large. Finally, as mentioned866
in section 2, the numerical diffusion is usually larger than867
the physical diffusion in global MHD simulations, and868
better meshes should be used in order to decrease this869
diffusion (which would make the simulations even more870
computing intensive). Although numerical diffusion is an871
issue, it does not seem to affect our simulations drasti-872
cally, since our results are in quantitative agreement with873
remote sensing observations, in-situ measurements, and874
theoretical predictions of the transport properties.875
7.2. Influence of the Solar Wind on the Main Oval
Our simulations demonstrate that an increase in the876
solar wind density results in a brightening of the main877
oval at Jupiter. We have shown that when the solar878
wind density increases from ρ = 0.162 amu cm−3 to879
ρ = 1.104 amu cm−3, the total electrical current closing880
within Jupiter’s ionosphere becomes 45% stronger. The881
magnetosphere needs several rotation periods to adjust to882
the new solar wind conditions, and the ionospheric cur-883
rents need about 60 hours to reach a new equilibrium.884
This correlation between the solar wind density and the885
brightness of the aurorae is in agreement with radio, in-886
frared, ultraviolet and X-ray observations.887
We have shown in section 5 that the currents associated888
with the main oval in our simulations were overwhelm-889
ingly caused by the bent-back of the field lines. We also890
showed that, close to the equatorial plane, it is much easier891
for sub-corotating plasma to generate a strong azimuthal892
magnetic field (i.e. to generate bent-back) on a elongated893
field line than on a compressed, more dipolar field line.894
Our simulations show (see Figure 2) that the denser the895
solar wind is, the more elongated the magnetic field lines896
are on the night-side. This is why stronger bent-back is897
observed on the night-side when the solar wind density is898
high (see Figure 4), therefore generating more current and899
making the main auroral emission brighter.900
On the day-side, on the other hand, the bent-back of901
the field lines is modest (see Figure 4), which explains902
why the main oval is darker on the day-side. The mod-903
est bent-back is the consequence of the field lines being904
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more compressed on the day-side, making it more diffi-905
cult for the sub-corotating plasma to generate strong az-906
imuthal magnetic field. In the simulations that we have907
performed, the density of the solar wind has almost no908
effect on the amount of bent-back on the day-side (see909
Figure 4). This explains why the peak in the ionospheric910
field aligned current is about the same for all simulations911
on the day-side (see Figure 8). Nevertheless, high solar912
wind density does influence the main oval on the day-side:913
it makes it broader (see Figure 7). This is simply because914
the field lines are more compressed on the day-side when915
the solar wind density is large. As a result, the same916
range of radial distances in the equatorial plane maps to917
a larger range of latitude in the ionosphere. The conse-918
quence is that the total amount of field aligned currents919
flowing in the ionosphere on the day-side increases when920
the solar wind becomes denser (see Figure 9).921
A larger solar wind ram pressure implies larger mechan-922
ical stresses on Jupiter’s magnetosphere. These stresses923
generate larger magnetic and flow stresses within the924
magnetosphere, and the ionospheric currents necessary925
to counterbalance these stresses thus need to become926
stronger, producing brighter aurorae. This correlation be-927
tween the solar wind density and the brightness of the928
aurorae was already observed many times in all available929
wave length (radio, infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray), see sec-930
tion 1. Nevertheless, theories [Cowley and Bunce, 2001;931
Southwood and Kivelson, 2001; Cowley and Bunce, 2003]932
predicted the opposite: that the main oval emission and933
the solar wind density should be anti-correlated. The idea934
is that an increase in solar wind ram pressure should push935
the plasma inwards and then, because of the conservation936
of angular momentum, that the plasma should be accel-937
erated in the azimuthal direction, reducing the amount of938
sub-corotation in the magnetosphere, and therefore reduc-939
ing the strength of the currents in the corotation enforce-940
ment current system (responsible for the main oval).941
Our simulations show that this scenario is only hap-942
pening on the day-side and that it only lasts a few hours943
(see Figure 11). Indeed, when the magnetopause moves944
inwards (at the beginning of the simulations) the plasma is945
only pushed inwards on the day-side, not on the night-side.946
In addition, the decrease of the ionospheric field-aligned947
currents responsible for the main oval on the day-side only948
lasts a few hours because once the magnetopause found949
a new equilibrium position, it does not push the plasma950
inwards any more, and the azimuthal velocity of the mag-951
netospheric plasma does not increase any more.952
8. Summary and Conclusions
In the present paper, using three-dimensional MHD953
simulations, we have studied the influence of the solar954
wind on the Jovian magnetosphere, in particular on the955
brightness of the main oval. We found that a high so-956
lar wind ram pressure enhances the asymmetries in the957
magnetosphere, even deep inside the magnetosphere. For958
instance, in our simulations, the magnetic field lines are959
elongated on the night-side and more compressed on the960
day-side. This day-night asymmetry is more pronounced961
when the solar wind ram pressure is high. We also found962
that the bent-back of the magnetic field lines is more pro-963
nounced at dawn than at dusk. And again, an increase in964
solar wind ram pressure enhances this dawn-dusk asym-965
metry. The dusk-dawn asymmetry can also be seen in966
the plasma angular velocity: the plasma rotates faster at967
dawn than at dusk, especially when the solar wind ram968
pressure is high (in our simulations, at 30 RJ, the plasma969
rotates 2 times faster at dawn than at dusk for quiet so-970
lar wind conditions, and 5.8 times faster at dawn than at971
dusk for very disturbed solar wind conditions). The iono-972
spheric field aligned currents responsible for the main au-973
roral emission display a strong day-night asymmetry, with974
stronger currents on the night-side, and a light dawn-dusk975
asymmetry, with currents slightly stronger at dusk than976
at dawn. Like every other asymmetry in our simulations,977
it gets enhanced when the solar wind ram pressure is high.978
Our simulations also show that the brightness of the979
main oval and the solar wind ram pressure are positively980
correlated. We additionally show that, in our simulations,981
the electrical currents responsible for the main oval are982
overwhelmingly generated by the bent-back of the mag-983
netic field lines. On the night side, the intensity of the elec-984
tric currents responsible for the main oval increases when985
the solar wind ram pressure is high. We found that this986
is because the field lines become more elongated, which987
tends to increase the azimuthal magnetic field responsi-988
ble for the main oval. On the day-side, we found that989
the peak value of the main oval electrical currents is al-990
most not affected by the solar wind ram pressure. But we991
also found that the main oval becomes broader and that,992
consequently, the magnitude of the field aligned currents993
flowing in the main oval integrated over all latitudes be-994
comes larger. In our simulations, the main oval brightness995
slowly increased when the solar wind ram pressure was in-996
creased, and needed about 60 hours to adjust to the new997
solar wind conditions.998
Our simulations are in agreement with observations,999
which consistently show that solar wind perturbations and1000
aurorae brightness are positively correlated. JUNO in1001
situ measurements, in the solar wind and in the magne-1002
tosphere, combined with remote sensing of Jupiter’s au-1003
rora will be very helpful to better understand the detailed1004
time-evolution and associated local-time asymmetries of1005
Jupiter’s auroral oval, and the response of variations in1006
the solar wind.1007
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